Since the development of automated musical instruments in the early modern era, designers and theorists have emphasized the capacity of their instruments to be "expressive"-a notion that might seem counterintuitive, since no human performer is involved in creating the music. This concern for expression is evident in the attempts by designers of automated instruments from the early modern era as well as the present day to increase control over the subtle aspects of music-making associated with human expression-phrasing, articulation, timbre and dynamics-all of which require complex design or programming.
The understanding of "expression" as control over sonic nuance resonates with mainstream contemporary understandings of expressive performance. In this view, a performer expresses the meaning of a piece of music, often thought of as a function of emotion, to the listener through subtle variations of these musical parameters. This perspec-tive may be understood as "transitive, " since it takes meaning or emotion to be transmitted from the performer to the listener. Roger Scruton's article in the Grove Dictionary summarizes this position: "Despite all the skepticism that has been heaped on Romantic aesthetics, the popular view remains essentially that of Rousseau and Diderot: music evokes emotion because it expresses emotion. Music is the middle term in an act of emotional communication, and it is by virtue of that role that music acquires its value" [1] .
That Scruton cites Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Denis Diderot is telling, for writers of the French Enlightenment coupled technological advances in automated instrument design with clearly articulated theories of transitive expression. Builders of automated instruments in late-eighteenthcentury France designed their instruments with a view to accuracy and subtlety in timing, for timing was a vital means of expression in the French tradition. This approach is described in the Mémoires mathématiques by Diderot (1748) and the Tonotechnie of Marie-Dominique-Joseph Engramelle (1775) [2, 3] . Automated organs controlled by pinned barrels could replace the fallible human performer by allowing direct communication between the composer and the listener. The materialist philosophy, which informed machine technology in eighteenth-century France, held that both human beings and human-built machines are essentially mechanical in nature. The idea that automated musical instruments could be transmitters of emotion was very much at home in this environment.
But even in the eighteenth century, some writers objected to automated instruments, suggesting that they could never be as expressive as human performers. While these critiques focused on sonic nuance, such as lack of dynamic control, the underlying issue was that these machines lacked emotion. Similar objections are applied to contemporary robotic instruments [4] . Designers of robotic instruments have increased their instruments' capabilities for sonic nuance in pursuit of expressivity. However, as long as we understand expression as an act of transmission, nothing will make up for the missing "human factor" in performance.
How can music produced by automated technologies be expressive? Transitive theories of expression dominated eighteenth-century ideas of automated music, and many contemporary designers of robotic instruments adhere to these ideas, increasing sonic nuance to make their instruments seem more like expressive human performers. A listenercentered understanding of expression-an "intransitive" perspectiveallows us to see automatic instruments as capable of expression despite the fact that no human performer is present. The expressive potential of these instruments is best understood as a product of their mechanical nature-their idiomatic movements and sounds, which remain distinct from those of human-operated instruments. This article explores two case studies in the history of "expressive" automated instruments: Diderot and Engramelle's cylinder-driven instruments from eighteenth-century France and contemporary robotic musical instruments.
Other, less dominant understandings, however, yield a theory of "intransitive" expression, in which meaning is constructed by the listener and does not depend on the presence of "emotional communication" initiated by a human performer. Max Paddison describes a shift in thinking in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries: Critics and scholars moved from a transitive understanding of expression to the idea that musical expression is a product of a mimetic experience [5] . This notion of mimesis resonates with contemporary theories of embodiment, which see musical gestures reperformed in the mind of the listener [6] . A theory of expression as a listener-generated phenomenon circumvents arguments against mechanical performances. Intransitivity does not force us to understand machines as capable of transmitting human emotions; rather, listeners anthropomorphize mechanical performers, imbuing inanimate objects with human characteristics.
While a thorough survey of expression is impossible in this context, in this article we explore two case studies in the history of "expressive" automated instruments, comparing the aesthetics of cylinder-driven instruments from the French Enlightenment with the ideals of contemporary musical robotics. Although the French writers articulated a transitive perspective, their materialism opens the way to a theory of intransitive expression that may be fruitfully applied to contemporary robotics: Automated instruments are capable of producing and applying their own language of mechatronic expression.
ExpRESSion in ThE AuToMATEd inSTRuMEnTS of didERoT And EngRAMEllE
Timing was a crucial parameter of expression in eighteenthcentury French performance. Interpretation could be subjective, but determination of a work's mouvement (tempo, rubato and character) required attention to the details of the notation and its correct realization according to the intentions of the composer [7, 8] . François Couperin explained the difficulties that performers had in deciphering the mouvement of French music: "In my view there are defects in our style of writing music which correspond to the manner of writing our language. That is, we write differently from the way we perform" [9] . Criticisms of live performers addressed the inability of performers to understand, interpret and render the music using the subtleties of timing that gave it its distinctive means of expression.
French inventors developed mechanical timepieces to regulate the basic tempos of French music. These chronomêtres ( Fig. 1 ), precursors to the metronome [10] , were intended to overcome the difficulties of transmitting tempo from composer to performer, but they resulted in a loss of the temporal flexibility that was essential to the French style. Noting this lack of flexibility, Denis Diderot, in his Mémoires mathématiques (1748), remarked that "the only good chronometer is an experienced, tasteful musician, who has read the score carefully, and who knows how to keep time" [11] .
But Diderot was not satisfied to let performers interpret music on their own. He proposed, in the same essay, a plan for a cylinder-driven mechanical organ, which would allow any piece to be heard in the manner intended by its composer: Composers would inscribe their own understanding of the music-especially its mouvement-within the cylinder, bypassing the fallible performer entirely. Diderot explained that the application of automated technology to music could augment its emotional impact, not detract from it. Far from rendering music impersonal, the synthesis of the human composer with the mechanical organ would enable a more faithful, and thus more expressive, performance. Ultimately, he claimed, the cylinder-driven organ represented a synthesis of the human performer and the chronomêtre, which, significantly, he described as "two distinct machines" [12] .
The characterization of both the performer and the timekeeping device as "machines" might seem strange today, but it was consistent with the materialist philosophy of the eighteenth century, which viewed the workings of the human being, both body and soul, as functions of mechanics. This approach, based in the rationalist idea of the Enlightenment that all aspects of human life could be understood through experimentation and reason, emphasized the close relationship between animate beings and self-animating machinery [13] . While such ideas had been in circulation in both popular and learned culture earlier in the century, the classic statement on materialism, the treatise L'homme machine, by Julien Offray de La Mettrie, appeared in print in the same year as Diderot's essay on automated organs [14] . La Mettrie argued that human beings were themselves machines, in which all bodily and intellectual processes were connected, and that natural philosophers could achieve new knowledge of life through experimentation with automata. Likewise, Diderot suggested that automated keyboard instruments constituted a fusion of mechanical timepieces on the one hand and the expressive human composer on the other; both, he claimed, were "machines. " Like humanoid automata, which simulated life through programmed motion, automated musical instruments encoded live music to simulate the ideal performance of a composer, thus forming a musical contribution to the materialist project [15] . Indeed, when Marie-Dominique-Joseph Engramelle fig. 1 . Chronomêtre from Étienne Loulié, Élémens, ou principes de la musique (Amsterdam: Estienne Roger, 1698).
presented a more complete plan for cylinder-driven instruments in his Tonotechnie of 1775, he noted that his technology could be applied both to mechanical musical instruments and to automata in the form of human beings or animals ( Fig. 2 ) [16] . Jacques de Vaucanson, a one-time student of medicine and anatomy, was the most famous inventor of automata in the eighteenth century; his automated flute player was one of three automata that he displayed in Paris in 1738 ( Fig. 3 ). In the pamphlet that he submitted to the Académie Royale des Sciences, Vaucanson stressed that the construction of this flute player required knowledge of biology and mechanical technology, as well as good musical taste. The members of the Académie agreed, praising not just Vaucanson's technological feat but also the flute player's musicianship: "The author has discerned how to . . . imitat[e] through art everything that a person is obliged to do" [17] .
While Engramelle boasted of the usefulness of his technology for automata, his real interest lay in the use of cylinders to preserve the performance style of composers. As he wrote, "One may say that a well-made cylinder-driven machine would render musical works with a cleanness and a correct-ness in execution that even the best musician could not attain, because it would be without error. . . . [The cylinders] would transmit [these works] for posterity in their purity" [18] . But the technician responsible for pinning the cylinder would have to be a musician who displayed the "quality of taste that gives music its interest. " Without it, the music rendered by the automated instrument "would be cold, mechanical, insipid, and inanimate" [19].
On one level, Diderot and Engramelle clearly viewed expression in transitive terms. Their goal was to create a machine that would transmit all the subtleties of the French style directly from the composer to the listener, obviating the need for additional (inadequate) interpreters and ensuring that no performance practice would be lost to time. It is true that the programmer of the cylinder needed to possess good musical skills, but if the programmer were to check the results with the composer, there would be little room for error. This was how Engramelle collaborated with the composer Claude Balbastre. In a chapter he contributed to a treatise on organ-building, Engramelle displayed a chart for a pinned cylinder of a "Romance" by Balbastre, claiming that "not only did [Balbastre] take the trouble to notate his piece on paper, as is seen engraved here, but he performed it many times, and his performance was followed with a watch that had a second-hand" (Fig. 4) [20] . Engramelle saw the accuracy of timing enabled by his technique of pinning cylinders as a principal key to the transmission of emotion.
Yet these statements on musical expression from the French Enlightenment display more than simply a transitive perspective, as they understood not only the chronomêtre, but also the human performer, as a machine. This formulation paves the way for a new perspective on the concept of expression-one rooted as much in the perception of the listener as in the intentions of the composer. In the materialist philosophy, the automated organ could be just as expressive as a human musician, if not more so, because it could produce music in its ideal sounded form. Nevertheless, it was up to the listener to decode and interpret those sounds, making sense of them as music. This materialist understanding of automated music thus presents a precedent for a theory of intransitive expression in robotic music today.
MuSiCAl RoBoTS, ExpRESSion And SoniC nuAnCE
Like Diderot and Engramelle, many designers of contemporary robotic instruments maintain that sonic nuance represents the key to expressive musical performances. Even during the eighteenth century, however, musicians and theorists were skeptical of music produced by "soulless" machines. In 1752, Johann Joachim Quantz described Vaucanson's mechanical flute player as virtuosic-especially in its timing-but claimed nevertheless that it was devoid of human expression:
With skill a musical machine [i.e. Vaucanson's flute player] could be constructed that would play certain pieces with a quickness and exactitude so remarkable that no human being could equal it either with his fingers or with his tongue. Indeed it would excite astonishment, but it would never move you; and having heard it several times, and understood its construction, you would even cease to be astonished. Accordingly, those who wish to maintain their superiority over the machine, and wish to touch people, must play each piece with its proper fire [21] .
In this classic articulation of transitive expression, Quantz acknowledged the virtuosity of the automaton in tempo and timing but considered all machines incapable of moving the emotions of the listener.
These criticisms of early automata have shaped the work of designers of contemporary robotic instruments. Godfried-Willem Raes, founder of the "Man and Machine" orchestra at the Logos Foundation in Belgium, explains that "musical expression-apart from the precise placement of tones in time, or overall control of the wind pressure-is left out altogether from [the designs of early musical automata] which is what explains the very mechanical character of the music produced" [22] . Maes, Raes and Rogers concur, explaining, "the mechanics [of musical automata] were discrete . . . but nuances, dynamics, and timbral possibilities-and thus the expressive musical potential of these instruments-were extremely limited" [23] .
Contemporary robotic instruments possess more advanced technical capabilities than eighteenth-century automata, including computer control of sophisticated electrical and pneumatic motors. Many designers agree that, because of these technological features, accuracy in timing can be taken for granted-but these designers still maintain that "true" expressivity, equated with the number of controllable sonic parameters and their resolution, remains a challenge. Jim Murphy has stated this most clearly: "Expressivity, in this context, refers to the ability of a mechatronic musical system to affect a wide range of musical parameters" [24] . Solis and Takanishi similarly describe expression as one of their goals in developing humanoid robotic wind instruments at Waseda University: "Regarding the development of automated machines, we expect that novel ways of expression will be introduced thanks to the simplicity of their mechanical design and the implementation of music engineering and artificial intelligence" [25] .
Such descriptions of expressivity in robotic instruments conflate musical expression and sonic nuance. But this approach maintains a strictly transitive understanding of expression. By considering music-making an inherently human activity, the transitive ideology denies that automata or robots can render expressive performances. In this view, the goal of robotic instrument designers must be to increase the capabilities of their instruments, thus enabling performances that are ever closer to those of human performers. Yet these robotic instruments will never be viewed as capable of transmitting emotion in the same way as human performers. However, as noted above, the materialist philosophy suggests that machines and human musicians may not be as far apart as the standard theory of expression suggests. We suggest using the materialist approach as a springboard for a new understanding of autonomous performances-one in which self-playing instruments may evoke meaning on their own through their interaction with the listener.
TRAnSiTivE vS. inTRAnSiTivE viEwS of MuSiCAl ExpRESSion
Rather than viewing music as an act of expression transmitted from performer to listener, contemporary studies of musical expression have offered an "intransitive" perspective [26] . This view, rooted in phenomenology, focuses on the listener's construction of musical expression by embodying the actions of musical performance. Max Paddison describes a shift from a transitive (expressive) to an intransitive (mimetic/embodied) understanding in the work of Hanslick, Schopenhauer and Adorno, writing, Mimesis can be understood as a manner of following closely the movement of the musical work as both an identification with it and a reenactment of its process as it unfolds-that is to say, of its form, as structure. This is both a somatic adaptation to the movement of the music and, in the case of what Adorno calls "mimetic understanding" (mimetisches Verstehen), a cognitive process of reenactment as experience [27] .
In this view, listeners create musical meaning based on their interpretation and embodiment of sensory stimuli. Shifting the focus from performance to perception means that "humanness" in musical performance emerges from the listener, not the performer. This perspective problematizes the notion that human performers are inherently more expressive than autonomous instruments. Performances by humans and robots may be different; however, each is capable of evoking expression. Understanding the nature of this difference allows us to see the potential for robots to be "mechatronically expressive. "
MEChATRoniC ExpRESSiviTy
Gil Weinberg and Scott Driscoll coined the term "robotic musicianship" to describe the performance practice of musical robots [28] . According to Mason Bretan and Weinberg,
The goal of robotic musicianship is not only to imitate human creativity or replace it, but also to supplement it and enrich the musical experience for humans. . . . Combining computers with physical sound generators to create systems capable of rich, acoustic sound production . . . and expressive physical behaviors through sound accompanying body movements is an attractive venture for many artists. Additionally, there is artistic potential in the nonhuman characteristics of machines including increased precision, freedom of physical design, and the ability to perform fast computations [29] .
Bretan and Weinberg describe musical robots not merely in terms of their imitation of human capabilities, but also in terms of their ability to enrich listeners' musical experiences through a combination of computer control and acoustic sound production. Composing for robots requires knowl-edge of the specific parametric controls of the instrument and of the instrument's own capacities and limitations.
Robotic instruments are capable of such musical gestures as hypervirtuosic speed, extremely complex rhythms, articulations such as rapid trills on the lowest and highest note of the instrument, and algorithmic control. Robotic instruments also possess their own idiosyncrasies and limitations, such as microvariations in timing caused by physical forces including friction and gravity [30] . Attainment of mechatronic expressivity in music composed for robotic instruments requires conscious use of and reflection on the mechanical nature of these instruments, rather than the retrofitting of music that was originally conceived with human performers in mind [31] .
This reflection on mechanization dates back to the age of Diderot and Engramelle. Annette Richards discusses the self-reflexive nature of Mozart's F-minor fantasy, K.608, for mechanical organ, which "is impossible for a single organist to play as notated. Its superhuman virtuosity is that of a machine, and indeed it celebrates the wonderful mechanical potential of the organ clock" [32] . Likewise, Conlon Nancarrow's Studies for Player Piano display awareness of the mechanical nature of the instrument. As David Bruce explains, Nancarrow's works exploit their mechanical nature "most obviously in the use of superhuman speeds, but also in the use of a limited range of repertoire consisting of pulsedetermined rhythms, symmetrical forms-most things, in fact, which oppose the romantic and very human idea of 'free expression' " [33] .
The visual component of robotic instruments provides another avenue for expression [34] . Some robotic instrument designers have sought to increase the expressivity of their instruments by designing them to appear humanoid, much like Vaucanson's flute player. Weinberg describes the impetus for the anthropomorphic design of his robotic percussionist, Haile, stating that he wished to "encourage familiar and expressive interactions with human players" [35] . Other anthropomorphic robotic instruments include Compressorhead, Captured by Robots, Z Machines and instruments developed at Waseda University's Humanoid Robotics Institute.
Humans tend to anthropomorphize even nonhumanoid robots [36] ; therefore, a listener may imbue a nonhumanoid robotic instrument with human-like qualities. For example, the tangents that change pitch on the Poly-tangent Automatic multi-Monochord (PAM), built by Expressive Machines Musical Instruments (EMMI), are often referred to as fingers ( Fig. 5 ). Other visual elements can be added to robotic instruments, such as the inclusion of LEDs on EMMI's MARIE and TAPI robots (Color Plate B) [37] . LEDs can amplify the movements of these instruments by visualizing them.
The aspects of robotic expressivity described above have focused on either sonic or visual elements. The theory of "affective computing" represents a holistic framework for understanding how machines can be expressive. Rosalind Picard defines affective computing as "computing that relates to, arises from, or deliberately influences emotions" [38] . According to Picard, the development of computing has been focused on "intelligence, " but, she says, "If computers are going to work effectively with humans, they need to interact with us not just on an intellectual level, but also on an emotional level" [39].
Picard argues that even though computers may not possess emotions themselves, they can express emotions as long as they have channels over which to communicate, such as a voice or images on a screen [40] . They can also develop their own emotions: "Since computers presently have different needs and behaviors than humans, why should they not be allowed to develop the emotions that suit these needs, as opposed to being given a set of our emotions that does not necessarily serve them well?" [41] .
The idiosyncratic actions of robotic musical instruments are capable of evoking emotional responses in listeners and of demonstrating the idiomatic emotional characteristics of the instruments themselves. This relationship is highlighted as robotic instruments diverge from mimicry of human performers and instead explore their own vocabulary and limitations. For example, the "struggle" of a robotic striking arm to perform a hypervirtuosic rhythmic passage is translated to the rest of the instrument, causing the instrument to shake, its materials to strain and mechanical noises to increase. Discussing his robotic percussion instrument MahaDeviBot, Ajay Kapur describes how imperfections can "humanize" a robotic instrument. He writes, "MahaDeviBot seems to have a personality-albeit one that changes each time it was [sic] reassembled-in its imperfections" [42] .
Both the visual and aural aspects of this struggle can provoke meaningful reactions for the listener. Audiences may feel anxious about the potential for failure or may "root" for the instrument to have a successful performance. One evocative example of this is the Robotic Church developed by Chico MacMurtrie/Amorphic Robot Works (ARW) (Fig. 6 ). The performance consists of 35 pneumatic robots. Some are humanoid and some are not, and their actions range from performing music to skirting along the floor to perpetually climbing and descending a rope. The audience sits among these robots, connecting with them as an ensemble and as individuals. The development of each instrument's visual and sonic identity, self-reflexive with respect to that instrument's capabilities and limitations, allows it to "express" itself.
ConCluSion
Musical automata were developed in the eighteenth century as curiosities, but they also had a serious purpose: In keeping with materialist philosophy, automata allowed theorists and artisans to assert a close connection between human beings and machines. For Diderot and Engramelle, mechanical organs enhanced the musical experience of listeners by capturing the "correct" timing intended by the composer. Because of their accuracy in representing the ideals of the composer, mechanical instruments were considered capable of transmitting expressive meaning from mechanical performer to human listener. Yet even during the late eighteenth century, critics viewed automata as "soulless" and therefore as incapable of expression.
Many designers of contemporary robotic instruments continue to feel constrained by these criticisms and have sought to make their instruments more expressive by increasing the level of sonic nuance that enables instruments to approximate human performance. Although contemporary robotic instruments are much more capable of sonic nuance than their eighteenth-century mechanical predecessors, the inherent problem of a machine's ability to transmit meaning persists.
Materialist philosophy presents an alternative model. In equating human performers with machines, Diderot opened the way for a theory of "intransitive" expression, which allows us to move away from the notion that expressive performances require a human performer to transmit emotion or meaning. An intransitive experience allows the listener to embody the actions of robotic instruments and to generate expressive meaning based on the instruments' sonic and visual gestures. Robotic instrument designers may build capabilities into their instruments that enable a greater level of sonic nuance; however, these parameters do not necessarily imply a more expressive performance. The most "expressive" performances of robotic instruments are those that fully exploit their mechatronic identity. 
